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**GreenFlux Summary**

Angelica Poversky

---

**GREENFLUX**

*GreenFlux* is a student-led university collaboration with the SEEDS Sustainability Program and the UBC Sustainability Initiative

Students were invited to participate in a campus wide call to display photo, mixed media art and poetry in response to the theme GreenFlux. This is what they came up with....
Project Context

*GreenFlux* is a media art exhibition opportunity for people in the UBC community, students, staff and faculty over the age of 18. *Green Flux* is SEEDS student led collaboration, to focus creative dialogue on campus on the future of sustainability. Submissions of photography, videography (less than 45 seconds), GIF work, mixed media work and poetry were accepted. The work was to highlight the theme of GreenFlux, or the coined word which represents forward-movement of sustainability on the UBC campus. Abstract, experimental and literal interpretation of this theme were welcomed.

The selected work was presented for two weeks following December 15, 2017 on easels throughout the The Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability. Throughout the month of January the work was hung throughout bulletin boards throughout The Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability.

Intent

Greenflux was intended as an interactive media art exhibition that focussed on promoting environmental and social sustainability through the lens of UBC students and faculty. The project sought to provide an intersectional lens on the concept of sustainability at the UBC Point Grey Campus. This photography and interactive media art exhibit included accompanying poetry, as well as individual poetry submissions to showcase artistic aspects that enable people to reflect on the UBC community’s strength in creating inspiring solutions. The intention of this project was not only to invite more artwork related to sustainability into The Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability by contributing to place-making but also creating the space for critical dialogue and observing opportunity for growth.

The research included conducting the gathering of data, in the form of photography, poetry and media art that provides anecdotal evidence of the UBC campus students and faculty promoting a sustainable community. The project inspected social and environmental sustainability therefore the type of data collected included works that resonate with the theme of eradication of poverty, hunger, securing livelihoods, sustainable employment, gender equality, food security, combating climate change, fostering the development of UBC, creating economic opportunities for small producers and protecting the environment.
Marketing Strategy to Receive Submissions

Marketing happened through reach out to groups on campus that would be interested in sharing the message, such as UJAH, Garden Statuary, The UBC Arts and Culture District and Roots on the Roof as well as visiting various Bachelor of Media Studies classrooms to share the message about the submission opportunity.

Selection Process Criteria

Students were invited to submit their work through an online survey. Once the work was submitted the evaluative criteria was as follows:

Technical criteria

- Colour and/or tonal rendition
- Lighting

Visual and aesthetic criteria

- Framing and choice of viewpoint
- Design elements and principles
- Appropriate application of photographic and/or manipulative techniques

Content

- Denotative and connotative content, symbolism, metaphor
- Meaning, *studium* and *punctum*
- Communication through the language of photography and visual art
- Relevance
- Subject impact

General characteristics

- Originality
- Style
- Context
- Insight
- Validity
Outcome

Once the work was selected for the display, the pieces went up in The Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability for two weeks as part of the formal display. There were 18 individual works displayed by 14 artists. mediums selected ranged from photography, poetry, mixed media and digital art-work. The work was displayed on easels on the first three floors of The Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability.

Artists displayed were all students studying in the Faculty of Arts at The University of British Columbia.

The work discussed environmental stewardship in a variety of abstract and thought-provoking ways.

Selected Artists (In Order of Images)

Angelica Poversky
Tiffany Hwang
Hedy
Mika Wantabe
Jin Li
Lucia Lam
Kat Kott
Oliva Bird
Vasilisa Shvendenkova
Hiromu Otsuka
DF Parizeau
Joanna Van Zeler
Yingying, Hu

Klara Wyse (not shown in Final Report due to medium of artwork)
WHEN HUMANS TALK ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY, WE OFTEN FORGET THAT WHILE NATURE DOESN'T HAVE A VOICE, IT IS AN ACTIVE, LIVING THING. WHAT THIS TRIPTYCH AIMS TO DO, IS GIVE NATURE A VOICE IN THE CONVERSATION OF SUSTAINABILITY. EACH PIECE OF TEXT COMES FROM A STATEMENT BY DIFFERENT GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ON THE TOPIC OF CLIMATE CONTROL. THEY PROGRESS (OR RATHER "FLUX") FROM A MORE HOPEFUL "GREENER" VOICE FROM NATURE, TO THE BLACK, DARK REALITY THAT IS FACING US, WHEN IT GOES SILENT. ULTIMATELY, WHAT THIS PIECE HOPES TO ILLUMINATE, IS THAT EVEN IF WE BACK UP OUR WORDS WITH MEANINGFUL ACTION, THERE ARE REVERBERATIONS IN NATURE THAT WE MUST ALWAYS PAY HEED TO, SO THAT THESE WORDS ARE MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL TO THE EARTH AND THE LIFE ON IT.

The Things Nature Says
When We Talk About it

GREENFLUX LIES IN THE LATERAL, CREATIVE MIND. WITH GROWING MINDS WE CAN COME TOGETHER TO DEVELOP A GREEN FUTURE.

99-cent Brain
An Essay for a Clownfish

I dive down to stare at this dark, twisted shape, where you once played, a little now gone
Instead between me, and almost gone
Once basked your home, that flashed it's neon tone
I remember the day that you appeared
Hope those lovely friends, your world, new friend
I could see the last dotes in your eyes
I thought you were going to be stolen, now I know you were right
You flash actions have lost you and your home
As you are gone and we have lost home

Dory is mine, nowhere to be seen
Sharks are above, we're out of their way
On a grey horizon and the funny colors of coral.
In the distance a mount in the growing mirror, what once was a canvas it's worn on a bush line.
Is it too late? Can we ever stop?
Where is the home, the glow of the worm's light?
No searing a dead coral barrier reef even once
A movement, do all students no longer seen can?
Will we fix our mistake? Can we try to repair
This world we've broken

Dory says 'just keep swimming' but that's not what we should do
We need to change direction, need to change, rely
We are also creatures but there are others we can not
We need to speak, the hope that we can speak for themselves.
We need to change, plastic consumption so plastic doesn't shush
Need to think about whether we are ready for ocean, coral or maybe.
Need to start waking - ignore that free component card and bus.
Need to remember that the world isn't the real - it's forever and it's us

If you ever get to see a fish, I'll take you there once
And you will understand that this beauty is something we must save.
Beads are cities of diversity and of colour.
But with every one I make those colours fade, time to like.
So yes, this is a selfish request - don't want to lose
The place where I've felt the most joy, and choose
Instead to live in a world where I show my grandchildren finding home.
Further Applications

After the two week long exhibition took place, the art moved to be hung up on the bulletin boards through the CIRS building. After over a month of this display, the artwork that was selected in Greenflux moved on to be displayed at the Arts Undergraduate Society: First Annual Lilac Gala 2018. Digital versions will also become a part of the Art Interruption series, where art will be taking over the LED signage in the Nest during lunch time.